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Yuming A-von, an Aborigine from Taiwan’s Atayal tribe, tying
a bowstring onto a handcrafted bow in the Wulai district of
New Taipei City. — AFP photos Yuming A-von posing for photo while holding one of his

handcrafted bow and arrows.
Yuming A-von crafting a bow.

Yuming A-von hanging a handcrafted bow on the wall in the
Wulai district of New Taipei City.

Yuming A-von checking a crafted bow.

Yuming A-von checking bamboo arrows he made in the Wulai
district of New Taipei City.

Yuming A-von checking a handcrafted bow that can be used as a spear when needed.

In this file photo a woman photographs a wall of Barbie dolls in the Mattel display at the annual Toy Fair in New York. — AFP

An inspirational new version of Barbie will encour-
age young girls to embark on careers in engi-
neering and the sciences, the iconic doll’s manu-
facturer Mattel said on Tuesday. Barbie, who first

hit the shelves in 1959, prides herself on trying out jobs
where women aren’t strongly represented, to add to her
more traditional skill set of dancing with Ken and looking
fabulous. The company has announced a “Career of the
year” Barbie who just happens to be a robotics engineer-a
job that in real-life is occupied almost nine times out of ten
by men.

Kids aren’t just supposed to play make-believe with the
newest Barbie, however, as Mattel has partnered with
games platform Tynker to provide owners with online
coding experiences. “For almost 60 years, Barbie has

exposed girls to roles where women are underrepresented
to show them that they can be anything,” Lisa McKnight,
Mattel’s senior vice president for Barbie, said in statement.

“By playing with Robotics Engineer Barbie on and
offline, we are giving girls a new platform for play in their
imaginary world and teaching them important skills for
their real world.”     The new doll joins a lineup of more
than 200 careers held by Barbie, “all of which reinforce
the brand’s purpose to inspire the limitless potential in
every girl,” Mattel said in a statement. Only 24 percent of
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) jobs in
the United States are held by women. — AFP

Robotics Barbie aims to
inspire young scientists

W
hen aboriginal tribesman Yuming A-
von got his first taste of Taiwan’s
ancient archery tradition he was dis-
mayed to see indigenous people using
bows and arrows from other cultures.

His own Atayal tribe used homemade wooden bows for
hunting for centuries, but the craft has fallen out of
fashion. The Atayal are one of 16 aboriginal tribes in
Taiwan, which together make up about two percent of
the population. Hunting is a way of life for many,
although rifles have taken over from bows in recent
decades. A-von noticed 10 years ago that tribespeople
at local archery competitions were now using what he

describes as “Han” bows, referring to ethnic Chinese
settlers.

“It wasn’t right to me,” A-von, 42, told AFP. “All the
different types of bows are an evolution of each differ-
ent culture.” Bow shapes and methods differ based on
their original purposes, he added, saying Han bows
were widely used for battle while Taiwan’s indigenous
groups predominantly hunted with them.  He began to
research and experiment to recreate the long-forgotten
craft of bowmaking by the Atayal. 

Few people still owned traditional bows but he even-
tually located an uncle who had one hidden away.  “He
showed me how to make it, but now he says the ones I
make go beyond what he thought was possible,” A-von
told AFP.  Today, A-von’s small workshop in the moun-
tainous region of Wulai-an hour’s drive from Taipei-
attracts international buyers, including from Canada,
France, and Japan.  A-von makes his arrows out of
bamboo, which are put through a hot flame to make
them pliable before they are straightened.

The bows themselves can take three months to fin-
ish, including the time it takes to gather the wood they
are crafted from.  He refused to disclose the kind of tree
or plant used, saying his uncle warned him to keep it a
secret. “It can be found in all of Taiwan’s mountains,” he
hinted. “It’s a very inconspicuous kind of wood, but few
know what it is used for.” Some aboriginal tribes fear
the tradition of hunting itself is dying out as current
laws restrict it and young people living away from their
indigenous villages are less willing to learn. A-von said
his interest in archery was strengthened because it was
a more primitive way of hunting, which gave a “greater
feeling of accomplishment”. — AFP

Yuming A-von 
crafting a bow.

Taiwan aboriginal craftsman
revives ancient archery bow


